Valley Children’s Child Life Services
Virtual Toy Drive Suggestions

Please note that larger-priced items may be kept within the Child Life program for the enjoyment of many children.

**$0 to $15 Toy Suggestions:**
- Rattles
- Shopkins Real Little Mini Pack
- Silver Lining Cloud Teether
- Hot Wheels Die Cast 5pk.
- Melissa & Doug Sticker Pad Assortment
- Playdoh 15 Piece Party Bag
- Barbie Fashionista Doll Neon Green Dress
- Barbie Fashionista Doll Pink & Black Dress
- Fisher-Price Laugh & Learn Controller
- Spiderman Action Figure
- Woody Figurine
- Paw Patrol Fire Engine
- Lego Minecraft the Taiga Adventure
- Hot Wheels Monster Truck
- 12ct. Playdoh sparkle compound collection pack
- Little Tikes Punt Pass and Shoot
- Leapfrog Scouts Learning Lights Remote
- V-Tech Bright Lights Soccer Ball
- Melissa & Doug Caterpillar Xylophone
- Baby Alive Snuggle Baby
- Fisher-Price Bright Beats Spin & Crawl Tumble
- Stars Press and Glow Spinner
- Leapfrog Learn & Groove Shaking Maracas
- Drop and Go Dump Truck
- 4-Pull Back Toy Vehicles
- Nerf Gun
- Barbie Dreamtopia Chelsea Doll $ Unicorn
- Megablocks First Builders
- Baby Alive Little Sounds Interactive

**$16 to $25 Toy Suggestions:**
- Melissa & Doug Geometric Stacker
- Fisher-Price Rock-a-Stack Stackable Rings
- Leapfrog Spin & Sing Alphabet Zoo
- Little Live Butterbow Dancing Unicorn
- Barbie in Wheelchair
- Lego Creator Underwater Robot
- Leapfrog Shapes & Sharing Picnic Basket
- Baby Alive Magical Mixer Blueberry
- Fisher-Price Counting Koala

**$51 to $100 Toy Suggestions:**
- Paw Patrol Dino Rescue Dino
- DreamWorks Trolls World Tour Fashion Remix Pack
- Fortnite 10 Pack Battle Royale
- Lego Marvel Avengers Ultimate Quinjet
- Marvel Avengers Titan Heroes Collection Pack
- Lego DC Mobile Bat Base Batman Batcave Building Toy
- Lego Creator Expert Nasa Apollo Lunar Lander Building Kit
- Hot Wheels Ultimate Garage

**Board Games:**
- Uno
- Let’s Go Fishing
- Candyland
- Guess Who?
- Mancala
- Connect Four
- Trouble
- Sorry
- Chutes and Ladders
- Bananagrams
- Headbanz
- Scrabble
- Operation
- Sequence
- Monopoly
- Perfection

**Puzzles:**
- Melissa and Doug 24-piece Fire Truck Puzzle
- Cardinal Games 24-piece Puppy Puzzle
- Melissa and Doug 48-piece Solar System Puzzle

**Miscellaneous:**
- Lotion sets
- Makeup
- Hair brush
- Nail polish
- Sweat pants
- Adult t-shirts
- Sports Bras

**$26 to $50 Toy Suggestions:**
- Interactive Cat Piano
- Barbie Chelsea Camper Set
- Barbie Dreamtopia Unicorn
- Playmobil Rescue Helicopter
- Viper Drone
- Roaring T-Rex
- Playmobil Ambulance with Flashing Lights

**$26 to $50 Toy Suggestions:**